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ACADEMIC FRE.E.OOM AND THE CATHO

LIC UNIVUSITY, edited by Edward 
Manier and John W. H ouclt. Indi
ana: Fides Publishers, Inc., 1967. 
225 pp. $4.95. 

The skillful editors of this volume 
of essays almost relieve the reviewer 
of his customary initial task, which is 
to discern and state the problem or 
theme of the work before him. One 
of the edi tors, Mr. Manier, contrib
utes a lengthy introduction in which 
he describes the context within which 
academic freedom has become an .. is
sue of pressing practical importance 
in Catholic institutions." A combina
tion of internal and external factors 
have contributed to this end, all of 
them related either to the impulses 
generated or released by Vatican 
Council II or to the entrance by so
ciety at large upon a new age. Mr. 
Manier also undertakes some concep
tual analysis of the term "academic 
[reedom," which has been subject, he 
says, to "equivocal use." I shall re
turn to this point. Furthermore, Mr. 
Manier also explains the method 
adopted for the symposium from 
which these papers come; it was to 
be an "inductive, exploratory ap
proach. . . , with diverse positions 
developed from various perspectives 
and with distinct methods." Finally, 
an editorial introduction precedes 
uch paper, which calls attention to 
its major themes and suggests possi
ble relations or conflicts with posi
tions taken in other papers. This edi
torial work considerably enhances the 
value of the papers, most of which 
are substantial in content. 

The book will serve its modest pri
mary purpose, which is to "do no 
more than initiate and partially focus 
the discussion of its subject" in Catho
lic circles. I should also hope that it 
might reach a wider readership-all 
those who are engaged in the continu
ing conversation on the forever un
finished subject of academic freedom. 
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I note at the outset an interesting 
paradox. The editors remark: "Mos1 
of our authors have stressed that the 
difficulties concerning academic free
dom in church-related schools are 
more likely to spring from contingent 
matters of fact than abstract matters 
of principle" (p. 179). I incline to 
agree with this statement, with the 
qualification that most of the diffi
culties concern procedural guarantees 
of academic freedom rather than the 
substance of the freedom itself. (I 
haste n to add that, as due process 
of law is of the substance of justice, 
so also procedural guarantees of free
dom are of the substance of freedom.) 
On the other hand, the book as a 
whole seems to suggest that the real 
difficulty about academic freedom in 
a church-related school turns on an 
issue of principle (the qualifica tion, 
.. abstract," should be omitted; the 
principle of academic freedom, like 
t.he principle of religious freedom, is 
not abstract, although in both cases 
the principle itself has been obscured 
by mystifying abstractions). The real 
issue, raised and discussed more or 
less explicitly in nearly all the papers, 
is whether academic freedom can ob
tai n, in principle, in a church-related 
school. 

This issue, in turn, cannot be re
solved until two prior issues have been 
argued out-what, in principle, is aca
demic freedom, and what precisely is 
the relation between a school and a 
church (in the instant case, the Cath
olic Church) ? Happily, most of the 
authors realize the priority of these 
two issues and therefore undertake to 
grapple with them, with a common 
honesty, with variant degrees of clari
ty, and with results that are not in 
every case conclusive. In any event, 
Philip Gleason touches the heart of 
the matter when he says that 

the problem exists on the theo
retical level as well as the proce
dural; and the speculative difficul
ties are greater than the practical. 

The species of academic freedom 
with which Catholic institutions 
must come to terms does more than 
make procedural prescnpuons; it 
also has an ideological dimension. 
The quasi-religious world-view with 
which it is associated may not be 
inherently incompatible with Ca
tholicism, but it surely raises re
ligious problems of the deepest 
sort (p. 54). 

If this be so, and Gleason makes a 
good case for it, the only conclusion 
is that Catholics today face the issue 
of academic freedom as they faced the 
issue of religious freedom in the nine
teenth century. That is to say, they 
face a simple enough issue which has 
been distorted by an ideological di
mension. The principle of religious 
freedom need not have been encased 
in the world-view of Continental 
laicism. Its ideologization was a con
tingency of history. Vatican Council 
11 finally detached the principle it
self from its unnecessary ideological 
wrappings and forthrightly affirmed 
it-and everybody wondered why this 
had not been done before. I expect 
the same thing will happen in the 
case of academic freedom. When it 
does, it will not be necessary to solve 
Gleason's "religious problems of the 
deepest sort ... One may be content 
quietly to bid them goodbye. Or if 
they must be dealt with, they will 
be dealt with in their own terms. 
Today one can argue the many is
sues raised by Continental laicism 
quite apart from the separate issue 
of religious freedom . So too some day 
one will be able to argue the issue 
of academic freedom without first 
having to fight one's way through the 
ideologies with which it has been 
historically involved-German philo
sophical idealism, positivistic empiri• 
cism, scientism, John Dewey's special 
hrand of faith in intelligence, etc. 
Catholic universities will have no 
rrouble in coming to terms with aca
demic freedom, provided they arc not 
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asked first to come to terms with these 
ideologies. Moreover, all of us might 
begin right away to force the pace 
of history a bit and to make an ar
.l{Umcnt out of what would otherwise 
be little more tha n a quarrel-a di
minished echo of the resounding ideo
logical quarrel between Christianity 
:ind the Enlightenment. 

Useful materials for the argument 
arc contained in Philip Gleason's pa• 
per on academic freedom and the 
crisis in Catholic universities, which 
manifests a welcome historical con
sciousness: in Frederick Crosson's pa
per on personal commitment as the 
basis of free inquiry, which is illu
minated by the distinction-as old as 
,\riswtle but often lamentably over
looked-between the question an sit, 
and the question, quid sit; in John 
Walsh's paper on the university and 
1hc Church, with its distinction be
tween the Church learning and the 
Church teaching and a consequent 
distinction between the function of 
intellectual inquiry proper to a uni
versity and the function of doctrinal 
;iffirmation proper to the magistery 
of the Church. Out of the eight pa
pers, these three, with Manier's Intro
duction, make the most important 
contribution, notably because they 
deal with the contemporary confu. 
sion by the proper technique, which 
is that of making distinctions. 

Nevertheless, some confusions re
main. For instance, the notion of a 
"university" is used confusedly, that 
is, in disregard of the fact that a 
" university" is a highly differentiated 
entity-or process, if you prefer. There 
:ire differences in the educational 
philosophies which govern respective
ly the undergraduate college, the 
graduate schools, and the professional 
schools. Confusion results if these di(. 
ferences in educational philosophy 
:ire illegitimately tra nsformed into is
sues of academic freedom. Further 
distortion occurs in consequence of 
the assumption, which seems to un
derlie a good bit of the discussion, 
1hat the commitment of the Catholic 
university to the Church is made 
simply through its department of the
ology-and, to a lesser extent, philoso
phy-in undergraduate and graduate 
schools. This assumption in turn 
leads to another, namely, that the 
issue of academic freedom is most 

acute in the departments of theology. 
I do not think either of these as

sumptions is correct. At that, I wish 
they were. Oddly enough, in this ecu
menical age the issue of academic 
freedom can be most readily re
solved in theology departments. I t is 
only necessary to have in mind the 
purpose, and to employ the newly de
veloping methods and usages, of the
ology as a n ecumenical enterprise. I 
should regard the ecumenical dialogue 
itself as an illustration of academic 
freedom in its fullest reach. In a the
o logy department in which the prin
ciples and methods of ecumenism are 
observed, as they increasingly are to

day, the issue of academic freedom 
does not arise. Not, that is, unless the 
true issue of freedom is muddied by 
that false concept of "objectivity" 
which has prevailed among those who 
are still trapped within the narrow 
perspectives on the nature of truth 
which were set by classicism and 
by its culmination, the Enlighten
ment. In its application to the case, 
this concept decrees that every posi
tion should be presented by one who 
is sympathetic with it but docs not per
sonally hold it. The trouble today is 
that when this time-bound concept 
of objectivity is put forth, the £at of 
academic freedom is really in the con
temporary epistemological fire. More
over, no one today considers that the 
ecumenical dialogue is somehow not 
free simply because the participants 
do not feel obligated to an absurd 
ideal of detachment from their own 
convictions. 

The notion of a university is used 
confusedly in another sense. It is de
fined, rightly, as a community of 
scholars-teachers and students. Then, 
however, the assumption rapidly fol
lows that the term "community of 
scholars" can have only a univocal 
sense. This is why Manier can speak 
of the "equivocal use" of the term 
academic freedom. It is not, I think, 
a case of equivocation in the use of 
the term. Rather, there has been a 
failure to discern the analogical un
derstandings of the notion o( a com
munity of scholars which are alto
gether legitimate. Others have pointed 
out that a passionate and blind pur• 
suit of univocity is one of the vices 
of contemporary thought. It leads to 
the hopeless and useless polarizations 
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of opinion that are so common and 
that only succeed in concealing the 
complexities of the real. (In his essay 
on academic freedom and the Ameri
can political ethos, David Fellman just 
barely escapes, if indeed he does 
escape, the fallacy of univocation; 
granted the similitude between the 
political community and the academic 
community, the maior dissimilitudo 
calls for greater attention.) 

The argument about academic free
dom could easily avoid this dialectical 
trap. One might make three supposi
tions which ought to be readily grant
ed. First, freedom is possessed and ex
ercised only in a community. Second, 
a community is a community, accord
ing to the ancient dictum, "consensu 
iuris et utilitate communi," by con
sensus about a common law and by 
the pursuit of a common interest. 
Third, freedom in the community is 
possessed and exercised under the laws 
of the community and within bounds 
also set by the interests of the com
munity. It is immediately apparent 
that the three operative terms-free
dom, community, law-are analogous 
terms. Why should they not remain 
analogous even in their application 
to the academic community? That is 
to say, why is it not legitimate to 
conceive at least two kinds of aca
demic community-call them Chris
tian and secular, for the sake of 
names. Both would be properly aca
demic and therefore similar, and, be
caµse similar, not closed against each 
other but open to each other, and 
therefore in a valid sense one com
munity. They would also be dissimilar 
in that each would have its own 
undentanding of itself as a com
munity. Therefore each would have 
its own consensus somehow structured 
in law, and in further consequence 
each would have its own rationale of 
the freedom of its members. Each 
would be a distinctive realization of 
the one analogous idea. 

The pluralism of universities might 
develop out of the crisis of self-under
standing through which the Catholic 
university is presently passing. If, that 
is. a consciousness of the distinctive 
character of the Christian community 
of scholars somehow develops-a pro
tasis which is still far from verification. 

There remains the issue which keeps 
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appearing, like King Charles's head, 
through the pages of this volume (at 
that, it is chiefly the editors who 
bring it up). It is the issue of "a 
doctrinal test over and beyond the re
quirements of professional ethics" (p. 
84), some sort of test of the "com
mitment" which is supposed to be char
acteristic of the Christian community 
o[ scholars. For my part, I am in
clined to think that this is a red 
herring. I t seems to have been dragged 
across the trail by the sentence in the 
AAUP's 1940 Statement o,f Principles 
on Academic Freedom and Tenure: 
"Limita tions of academic freedom be
cause of religious or other aims of the 
institution should be clearly stated in 
writing at the time of the appoint
ment." Inspired, or perhaps scared, 
by this edict, with its questionable as
sumption that religious aims must 
necessarily limit the freedom of an 
academic community, many Catholic 
educators have seized pen in hand
most recently, a highly sophistica ted 
philosopher, William J. Richardson, 
S.J., writing in the J anuary, 1967, 
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issue of Fordham. The uniform failure 
tha t has attended these efforts seems 
to prove that the efforts themselves 
are misguided, as an effort to solve 
a false problem is always misguided. 
The point is easily established, if one 
is willing to d escend from a lofty 
level of abstraction to concrete cases, 
especially to crucial ones. A Lutheran 
scholar is invi ted by a Catholic uni
versity to give a course in the Reforma
tion-what doctrinal test is to be ad
ministered to him? Obviously none. 
The evidence of his scholarship has 
been reviewed by the appropriate de
partment, and that is the end of the 
matter. A secular humanist is invited 
to teach the history of English litera
ture-what sort of commitment does 
the university require of him, over 
and beyond that laid down in some 
detail by the norms of the AAUP 
statement? Again, obviously none. The 
casuistry could be continued; the point 
is that the issue is one of casuistry, 
not of high-flying abstractions colored 
by ideology. 

I recognize, of course, tha t to take 
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this pos1uon is not to solve the real 
problem tha t confronts the Catholic 
university, which is that of the dis
tinctively Christian character of the 
Institution and of the community of 
scholars which constitutes it. I should 
only insist that this problem is quite 
distinct Crom the issue of academic 
freedom. It is sufficient proof of the 
clin inction to say that the problem 
will not be solved either by adherence 
10 contempora ry standards of academic 
freedom or-much less-by their viola
t ion. 

JOHN COURTNEY MUllllAY, S-J. 
Woodstock Coller.e 

[Editor's note: This review was writ
ten by Father Murray shortly before 
his death on August 17, 1967, in New 
York City. The Association is honored 
to publish this expression of his views 
and wishes to acknowledge publicly 
its appreciation for his many out
standing contributions to the under
standing and defense of academic 
freedom.] 

EDUCATION AND THE QUEST FOR Mo
DEll.NITY IN T URKEY, by Andreas M. 
Kazamias. London: George Allen 
and Unwin, Ltd., 1966 (In the 
United States published by the Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1967). 304 
pp. $6.00. 
Dr. Kazamias, who is the author 

and editor of a significant number of 
important book-length studies in the 
fields of comparative education and 
the history of education and whose 
teaching and research experience in
cludes Oberlin College, the Univer
sity of Chicago, and now the Uni
versity of Wisconsin, has drawn upon 
his knowledge, talents, and experience 
to produce a much needed study of 
Turkish education. This reviewer, 
who in the spring and summer of 
1966 himsell spent some time investi
gating the contemporary status of 
Turkish education, is very favorably 
impressed with the scholarly care that 
has gone into this book and the facile 
and graceful style with which it is 
written. No doubt, there will be con
clusions and even some observations 
with which some readers will find 
fault, but the objective observer will 
appreciate the work, the detail, and 
the brilliant analysis that have gone 
into this book. 

The idea £or this book originated 

in 1961 when the author was on the 
staff of the Comparative Education 
Center of the University of Chicago. 
In 1962-63 the author found himself 
in Turkey with a leave of absence 
and financial support from the Uni
versity of Chicago and a Fellowship in 
Imernational Education from the 
Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society in Ed
uca tion. On the American side too, 
A.I.D. officials and the Cooperative 
Researd1 Branch of the U.S. Office 
of Education, along with American 
scholars, provided both encourage
ment and assistance. In Turkey, Turk
ish governmental agencies cooperated 
to bring this project to realization. 

Education and the Quest for Mo
dernity in Turkey is a book that dem
onstrates the wisdom and effective
ness of a study made by a scholar 
who knows the country, its history, 
and culture as well as modem his
torical and sociological techniques. 
This is a study involving schools and 
their relationship to social. political, 
and economic in$titutions of Turkey 
and reflects the successful use of in
struments of analysis used in Philip 
J. Foster's Education and Social 
Change in Ghana (University of Chi
cago Press, 1965). But Professor Kaza
mias's book is not merely a study of 
Turkish education in the narrow 
sense; it is a study in depth of 
Turkish history and culture in its 
most meaningful sense, or to adapt 
the late Werner Jaeger's vocabulary, 
it is a study of Turkish paideia and 
could readily serve as an excellent 
introduction to Turkey itself. 

There are three basic parts to this 
well-written book. The first part (17-
112), in succinct but superbly digest
ed fashion, prepares the stage for the 
next two and is necessarily historical 
in natl.Ire. It is called simply "The 
Ottoman Islamic Back.ground." Here 
especial attention is paid to tradition
al Ottoman Islamic educational in
stitutions, ideas, and practices; to the 
formation of schools like the Galata
saray Sultani (secondary academic 
school); attention is given to the 
Mulkiye (School of Civil Service); ad· 
ministrative measures like the codes 
of 1869 and 1913 are dealt with in 
educational as well as historical terms; 
and the effects of these movements 
and innovations on later educational 
and historical developments prior to 
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